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I found this site because someone had pointed out to me they had seen some of my manips here. At
first I was mad, because noone had asked permission and on most of the pics credit had not even
been given. Hubcap was kind enough to remove the offending pics from the relevant peoples
albums.

Now I like the fact that people enjoy my artwork, it's one of the reasons I do it after all, but if you
enjoy someones work you should credit them at least, that way others can go look for the work
themselves. I would encourage anyone who has previously posted works without giving an artist
credit to go see if they can find out who it is by. All most artists want is credit for their work. If you
enjoy work by an artist isn't that the least you can do?

In order to ensure I maintain control of my own work, I have posted a selection of my completed
works this evening. I hope you all get a buzz out of them. In future I would prefer to post my own
work. I generally post it to Comics2Films first, as that was the site that got me interested in
manipping in the first place and also rekindled my interest in comics, so I post there as a thanks to
them. If I feel it is a pic the guys over here will also enjoy I will add it to my album here. 

In the past I have been a bit lax as far as including a signature etc on my pics. Sometimes in the
excitment of posting a new work you forget these things. Generally however my work will either have
localhero (the older pics), a filled or outlined lions head or be signed BWatson.

Thanks for your time

cheers
Local
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